Functional genetic variants of c-Jun and their interaction with smoking and drinking increase the susceptibility to lung cancer in southern and eastern Chinese.
Human proto-oncogene c-Jun and c-Fos assemble the activator protein-1 complex which is a crucial transcription factor responding to environmental factors and promotes tumorgenesis. We hypothesized that genetic variants in these two genes may alter the carriers' susceptibility to lung cancer. In two independent case-control studies, we genotyped three putative functional polymorphisms (-1318T>G and -673T>C of c-Jun; -60C>T of c-Fos) in southern Chinese and then validated the association in eastern Chinese. We found that compared to -1318TT genotype, the -1318GT/GG variant genotypes had an increased lung cancer risk (OR=1.46, 95% CI=1.26-1.69), and the -673CC genotype had an increased lung cancer risk compared to -673TT/CT genotypes (OR=1.35, 95% CI=1.17-1.56) in the total 1,559 cases versus 1,679 controls. After combining these two loci, the number of the risk genotypes was associated with increased cancer risk in a dose-response manner (ptrend=2.21×10(-11)); moreover, the risk genotypes interacted with smoking or drinking status on increasing cancer risk (p values of interaction were 0.009 and 0.007, respectively). Further, we found that those with -1318GT/GG genotypes, -673CC genotypes or both genotypes in c-Jun had higher mRNA and protein expression levels in vivo, and those variants had higher transcription activities in reporter genes in vitro, especially under the stimuli with tobacco extract or alcohol mixture as luciferase assay shown. However, for -60C>T of c-Fos, no significant association was observed for lung cancer risk. Our data suggested that the genetic variants in c-Jun (-1318T>G and -673T>C) increase the carriers' susceptibility to lung cancer via interaction with smoking or drinking on increasing the c-Jun's expression.